Directions from Alicante airport
If you have a GPS you need to program it to go
to Castril (Castril de la Peña, Granada) For the
last part of the journey make sure you follow our
directions (part in bold because some GPS
devices will send you down the wrong track.
From Alicante airport you take the N338 and
pick up the E15, direction Murcia. This
motorway takes you past Murcia then deviates to
the right, signposted Granada/Almeria. Follow
this deviation and then look out for signs to
Mula/Caravaca de la Cruz, RM15. Basically you
take this road and stay on it, passing Mula, Bullas,
Cehegin and Caravaca de la Cruz. At Caravaca
follow signs for Andalucia. Effectively you are
staying on the same road, though its number
actually changes (RM15/C330/A330). You will
bypass Barranda and pass through the tiny
settlement of El Moral, eventually arriving at a
town called La Puebla de Don Fadrique. Stay on
the road, travelling towards Huescar, at which
point you leave the dual carriageway and head
into the town. Once in Huescar you will see signs
for the A326 to Castril. About half an hour later
you will come to Castril, but do not turn into
the town, instead stay on the A326, direction

Pozo Alcon. You will pass a petrol station just
outside the town then go through a tunnel
and alongside the lake. The road runs
alongside the lake until you get to a fork in
the road. The road directly ahead is closed
for repairs so you have to take the right hand
fork uphill from the lake. Follow this road
uphill on a very scenic curvaceous road.
Between km17 and km16 of this road you will
see a turnoff to the left signposted “Manual
Diaz.” Take this turning and at the bottom of
the hill you will see the first of the signs to
EL GECO VERDE. Follow the road as it
loops around to the right across a dry river
bed, past a white building with post boxes on
the wall, between some buildings, across a
cobblestone courtyard, past a little church on
your right, a few more houses (where you will
see another hotel sign) and then the past
cemetery, again on your right. The next El
Geco Verde sign (the 3km marker) directs
you to the left fork in the farm track just after
the tarmac runs out. It is a good flat track,
very safe, so do not worry. Stay on this track
and at 2.7kms take the right fork in the road,
(signposted El Geco Verde) go left around
the big tree and approach the hotel up a short
steep hill.

If you have any difficulties do not hesitate to
phone us: (0034) 663281408 (Derek) or (0034)
647136120 (Ilaria).
Buen Viaje!

